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ADVENTURE 
BACKGROUND 
 
This adventure takes place in a modern day high         
school called Robert Flutie Memorial High      
School outside of Cleveland, Ohio. The school       
was built on the site of an old manor house that           
was severely damaged by a fire about eighty        
years ago. The fire was thought to have killed         
the owner, Robert Flutie, a reclusive man who        
bequeathed the land to the town of Hunting        
Valley upon his death.  
  
At least that was the story the town council         
concocted. When the manor house burned down,       
some disturbing things were discovered among      
the ruins. It seemed the old man had a penchant          
for the occult. Among the ruined books written        
in dead languages were animal bones, broken       
glassware, and twisted metal. In this burned out        
laboratory, they found a charred corpse believed       
to be Robert Flutie. There was no will to be          
found, and the old man kept few records that had          
not been destroyed by the fire. Meeting in secret,         
the town council decided to forge the document        
and bequeath all of Flutie’s land to the town he          
had loved so dearly. 
  
Little did they know, the body they had found         
was not that of Robert Flutie. It belonged to         
Geraldine Thompson, who had discovered     
Flutie’s secret: He was a vampire! Flutie was        
working to consolidate his influence over the       
town and was very close to completing his plot         
to enthrall the townspeople when Geraldine      
interrupted him, and in the ensuing fight a fire         
broke out. Geraldine Thompson was crushed by       
a falling beam, but Flutie escaped, badly burned,        
to his secret lair deep underground. With her        
dying breath Geraldine uttered an incantation,      
sealing the vampire inside. 

  
Some parts of the original manor house that        
escaped the worst of the fire were saved and still          
make up part of the school building today, while         
other parts were added as the school grew with         
the town's population. A statue of Robert Flutie        
still lies within the school grounds. 
  
This adventure takes place on Halloween a week        
or so after a rather eventful football game. It         
seems a prankster filled the marching band’s       
tuba with frogspawn just before halftime. When       
the band took the field and the music started, the          
field and the band was covered in amphibious        
goo. The field was rendered unplayable, so the        
game was forfeit, sparking anger from the       
football team and their coach.  
 
The marching band has become the laughing       
stock of the school, and the principal is on the          
warpath, vowing to expel whoever was      
responsible. The principal is not the only one        
vowing retribution, however. Verity the tuba      
player, mortified by the humiliation, is plotting       
revenge on all those who have made her life a          
misery since that day. 
 
 
 

ADVENTURE 
OVERVIEW 
 
Each of our characters is involved in the        
disastrous week leading up to the rise of the         
master vampire. Robin has been pulling pranks:       
stealing the left shoes from the football team and         
pouring Stevie’s science experiment into     
Verity’s tuba. Alice saw Robin taking the       
frogspawn but has yet to say anything. Meadow        
threw a protest to protect amphibian life, but no         
one attended. Anders and Brock are upset about        
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their football game being ruined, and want to        
ensure nothing similar happens at next week’s       
big game. As the new kid at the school, Joan          
tries to keep to herself and simply observe. CJ         
and Raven are also mere observers at this point. 
 
Verity, seeking revenge for the embarrassment      
with her tuba, finds an occult book in the library.          
Not understanding the full consequences of her       
actions, she releases the master vampire from his        
lair beneath the school.  
 
This is where the adventure begins. Each player        
has their own goals that they hope to        
accomplish, but it is only by working together        
that they can reseal the master vampire. They        
will all start upstairs in the history classroom,        
and they must fight their way downstairs, where        
they can find help from Amanda Thompson in        
the library. They must discover the incantation       
necessary to reseal the vampire, accumulate the       
ingredients it needs, and perform it in the correct         
location. 
 
 

THE RITUAL 
 

Incantation: “Nunc nolite gratias tibi valde,      
et quis est necessaria homini tactus” (repeated       
five times) 
Ingredients: a frog and medicinal herbs in a         
silver vessel 
Location: within the master vampire’s sphere      
of influence in the auditorium 

 
 
Each player has knowledge that will help the        
group accomplish their goal. 
 

Verity has the book with incantation      
information in her locker. 

Joan has knowledge of how to fight vampires        
and a stash of weapons in her locker. 
Alice knows that the best place to go in an          
emergency is the library. 
Brock and Anders know where the football       
trophy is, and that it is made of solid silver. 
CJ has a stash of weed in the deserted part of           
the school, though he thinks it is in his locker. 
Meadow buys weed from CJ and knows       
where he keeps it. 
Stevie and Robin know where the frogs are        
kept. 
The only one uninterested in stopping the       
vampire attack is Raven. Instead, she wants       
to be sired by the master vampire. 

 
If Verity does not come forward with       
information, Amanda Thompson will find the      
group, telling them she’s found the incantation.       
They have to gather in the auditorium to perform         
the ritual, speaking the incantation five times.       
At this point, the master vampire rises to foil         
their plans, so the ritual coincides with the final         
battle. 
 
 

DM NOTE:  Vampire Bites 
 
When someone has been bitten by a vampire,        
add puncture marks to their character sheet (a        
staple remover creates realistic vampire bites).      
Once the players reach the lower level set a         
timer on your phone for 20-30 minutes, more        
frequently as time goes on. When the alarm        
goes off, the person with the most vampire        
bites turns into a vampire. They still retain        
control of their character, but must now play        
as a monster. 
 
If someone loses both of their characters, you        
have the option of allowing them back into the         
game as a random student cowering in one of         
the three storage rooms (#13, #21, #33 on the         
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lower floor). There is a blank character sheet        
template on page 29 to be used for this         
purpose. 

 
 

DM NOTE:  Skill Checks 
 
Throughout this adventure, D&D language is      
used to describe skill checks. Ex: DC10       
Perception check or DC15 Stealth check.      
However, characters do not have modifiers.      
Always treat these as straight D20 rolls. 
 

 
PLAYABLE 
CHARACTERS 
 
Joan the Slayer: Joan just can’t catch a break.         
After burning down her last school’s gymnasium       
to eradicate a nest of vampires, she thought her         
vampire slayer duties would be over. It’s a good         
thing she brought her stash of weapons to the         
new school anyway. Now if she can just get to          
her locker where her favorite stake and axe are         
before any more students die… 
 
CJ the Stoner: Chill in the face of frogspawn         
and vampires – at least, once it’s clear this is real           
and not just a weird mushroom trip – CJ has no           
agenda but to get his stash of weed and get out. 
 
Stevie the Nerd: Stevie’s anger is balanced with        
pride, knowing that the science experiments      
using human sexual stimulants on frogs really       
did exponentially increase spawn at every      
mating. He wants to find out who stole the         
spawn to fill the tuba, but is also intrigued by the           
existence of vampires. If he can avoid a        
gruesome death, just think of the research       
possibilities! When confronted with a new      

problem, Stevie knows the first place to go is the          
library. 
 
Brock the Jock: As a member of the football          
team, Brock suspects the band geeks of       
sabotaging the latest game by stealing all the        
football players’ left shoes. Brock thought they       
deserved it when frogspawn exploded from the       
tuba during the marching band’s performance,      
but then the second half of the game was         
cancelled because of it! Now there are vampires        
in the school? Brock is determined to kill the         
vampires so that things can get back to normal         
and the big game can happen as planned. In         
fact, he thinks he should probably make sure last         
year’s trophy is safe in hand so it doesn’t get          
destroyed in all this chaos.  
 
Robin the Class Clown: Robin’s pranks have       
gotten out of hand. First it was the football         
players’ left shoes, then filling Verity’s tuba       
with frogspawn…but now there are vampires in       
the school? Robin wants to destroy all evidence        
of the previous pranks to avoid expulsion and        
being blamed for the vampires too! 
 
Raven the Goth: Raven usually finds people       
hideously boring, but lately the rivalry between       
the lame jocks and band sheeple has been almost         
amusing. She might even miss them when the        
master vampire destroys them all…hah!     
Vampires in the school is the best thing that has          
ever happened to Raven. She’s finally going to        
be able to put her occult knowledge into play,         
and if things go really well, she’s going to be          
sired by the master vampire himself. 
Anders the Football Captain: All Anders cares        
about is his team, whether that means coping        
with the disappearance of their left shoes,       
maintaining morale when the game is cancelled       
because of frogspawn, or dealing with vampires       
in the school. He wants to find his team and          
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make sure they’re okay – there’s an important        
game next week! 
 
Alice the Smart Kid: Alice just wants to        
graduate and get out of this crazy town. She         
didn’t think the frogspawn prank was a big deal         
at the time, which is why she never told anyone          
that she saw Robin sneaking out of the science         
lab the day of the game. But now that there are           
vampires, she wonders if she should come       
forward. Or maybe she should take as many        
people as possible to the library first, where        
she’s seen a large occult section that might have         
instructions on what to do. 
 
Verity the Band Geek: No one embarrasses       
Verity and gets away with it! She was        
humiliated when frogspawn exploded from her      
tuba at the halftime show. She never expected        
the spell she found in the library book would         
actually release a powerful master vampire from       
beneath the school, but now that it has, Verity         
must choose whether to use the book to reseal         
the tomb or let the vampires wreak her revenge. 
 
Meadow the Hippy: Meadow cares more about        
those poor baby frogs than how it impacted the         
stupid patriarchal, aggressive football game. No      
one came to her rally promoting respect for        
amphibian life! Now there are vampires in the        
school, and she is so done. 
 

DM NOTE:  Character Sheets 
 
Character sheets are found on pages 18-27.       
This adventure is ideally played in a group of         
five with the following evenly matched      
pairings: 
 

Joan & CJ 
Stevie & Brock  
Robin & Raven 
Anders & Alice 
Verity & Meadow 
 
When you hand out character sheets, make       
sure that each is folded so that only the         
Introduction and Favorite pages are showing.      
After the first encounter with a vampire, invite        
the players to open their sheets and read the         
extra information hidden there. 

 
 
NPCs  
 
Amanda Thompson: A descendant of      
Geraldine Thompson, Amanda is the new school       
librarian who has been accumulating     
information about the strange goings on that       
consistently happen at Robert Flutie Memorial      
High School. She’s always been drawn to the        
occult, and she has important information that       
can solve the vampire crisis. 
  
Master Vampire: A mediocre white man with a         
beer belly and receding hairline, he would look        
extremely unassuming if it weren’t for the       
horrible burns all over his body. Long ago,        
Robert Flutie was defeated by Geraldine      
Thompson when he tried to enthrall the       
townspeople of Hunting Valley. Trapped in his       
lair beneath the statue of himself, he was excited         
when a school was built on the grounds of his          
burned down manor. He assumed the young       
minds would be easily corruptible, and he is        
very annoyed that it’s taken so long for his plans          
to be put into motion.  Ugh, teenagers.  

THE ADVENTURE 
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School Map (Upstairs) 

 
 
1.  History Classroom - START 
 
The adventure begins at the Robert Flutie       
Memorial High School outside of Cleveland,      
Ohio on a bright Halloween day. The leaves        
have turned and the weather is getting colder.        
The players sit at their desks in the second floor          
history classroom, listening to the morning PA       
announcement.  

 
“A reminder to all students that it is entirely         
unacceptable to besmirch the good reputation of       
this school and Robert Flutie for whom it  
 
was named, the benevolent founder of our town        
who did so much for his community. If anyone         

has any information regarding the incident at       
last week’s football game, please report to the        
principal. Anyone who is found to be       
withholding information will be severely     
punished! The field has finally been cleared and        
football practice will resume this afternoon.”     

 
 
The history teacher is off sick, and the substitute         
asks each player to introduce their characters.       
When they have finished, the substitute frowns,       
looking out of the window, wondering why it is         
so dark at this hour of the day. 
  
Anyone who looks out the window overlooking       
the quad notices the darkening sky. The sky has         
turned a deep purple with wisps of green tinged         
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clouds circling above the school. There is a        
crash from the hallway and the sound of        
breaking glass. 
  
The substitute orders the students to stay put,        
and they leave the classroom to investigate the        
noise. Moments later, the door bursts open and        
the substitute falls through with another figure       
clawing and biting at their neck. The figure’s        
head snaps up. Anyone who succeeds on a        
DC10 Perception check reveals that it is Wendy,        
captain of the cheerleading squad, though she       
has been horribly disfigured with long canine       
teeth, face covered in blood. Her bright yellow        
eyes flash as she glares around the room at each          
player. 
  
Roll initiative to defeat the first vampire. After        
two rounds, the substitute turns into a second        
vampire.  
 
 

DM NOTE:  Fighting Vampires 
 
Vampires are killed by having a wooden       
object driven through their heart or by       
decapitation. 
 
Staking: To kill a vampire by staking them        
through the heart, the character must be armed        
with a wooden weapon. The player rolls a        
D20 to attack and is successful if they roll a          
13. 
Decapitation: the player character must be      
armed with something sharp. The player rolls       
a D20 and is successful if they roll a 13.  
 
Weapon Modifiers: Some weapons are more      
powerful than others. Simple weapons, such      
as items the players find around the school,        
have a modifier that adds +/-1 to the attack         
roll. This means a player's attack will be        

successful on a 12 (+1=13), 13 and 14        
(-1=13). There is a stash of more powerful        
weapons in Joan’s locker: +/-2 stakes and a        
+/-3 axe. 
 
Vampire Actions: Vampires try to bite the       
closest or most wounded character. Roll a       
D20. The bite is successful if the result is 13          
or higher. 
 
Notes on Player HP: Instead of losing hit        
points, characters accumulate bites when they      
are successfully attacked by vampires. When a       
character is bitten, mark their sheet in some        
way (a staple remover creates vampire-like      
puncture marks). Later in the game (see       
Vampire Bites on pg. 3) the player with the         
most bites will turn into a vampire. 
 
Becoming Overwhelmed: If a character is set       
upon by more than three vampires and is not         
able to get help within two rounds they are         
overwhelmed and turned into a vampire. 

 
 

DM Note:  Character Sheets 
 
After the first battle with a vampire, invite the         
players to open their character sheets,      
revealing extra information about their     
reaction to vampires and a map of the        
downstairs section of the school. 

 

DM:  Creating Vampire NPCs 
 
All of the vampires in the school are turned         
students and teachers who would be known to        
the characters. This is an opportunity for       
creative role play! Ask the players for the        
name or a memorable characteristic of the       
vampire they are interacting with.  
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As the players recover from defeating Wendy       
and the substitute teacher, the PA system       
crackles to life again. 

 
“Emergency protocol! Teachers, lock your     
students in your classroom. If you are       
outside of a safe room, take shelter in the         
gym, I repeat, take –" 

 
 
Sounds of violence cut off the panicked voice        
before the system screeches and cuts out. 
  
Loot in the Area: The classroom’s supplies can         
be taken as desired. Wooden objects, such as        
pencils and chair legs will be most helpful.        
Encourage creativity! 
 
 
2.  Hallway  
 
Large windows overlook the front of the school.        
Anyone who looks out will see three students        
running toward a car chased by vampires. Two        
of the students make it, but a vampire jumps into          
the car as well. The car careens wildly and         
crashes into the front of the school. 
 
If the players are investigating the area, a roll of          
10+ will reveal the sounds of slurping coming        
from the student’s lounge (#3). 
 
Loot in the Area:  None. 
 
 
3.  Student’s Lounge 
 
Orange leather sofas are arranged in a square,        
with neon pink and green fluffy pillows littering        
the floor around them. Two bright yellow bean        

bags sit under the window. Several posters of        
celebrities holding books with “READ” across      
the top are tacked to the walls, under which sit          
vending machines and trash cans. 
 
A DC15 Perception check reveals a pool of        
blood spreading out from underneath the sofa       
that faces away from the hallway. If players get         
too close or fail on a DC15 Stealth roll, a          
vampire that has been feeding leaps over the        
couch to attack. Two rounds later, the student        
turns and attacks as another vampire. 
 
Loot in the Area: The vending machines are         
still operational, offering sodas and snacks to       
anyone who has cash on them. 
 
 
4.  English Classroom 
 
The English teacher and students cowering      
inside, crying.  They refuse to unlock the door. 
 
Loot in the Area:  None. 
 
 
 
 
5.  Spanish Classroom 
 
The door is ajar, and it takes a successful DC15          
Stealth check to get by unnoticed. 
 
If players go inside, they see blood smeared on         
the floor and desks, several of which have been         
thrown out of place. There are three vampires        
antagonizing two badly wounded students in this       
room. If players engage in combat, the students        
will turn into two more vampires after two        
rounds. 
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If players choose to close and lock the door, the          
vampires will move through the French      
classroom (#6) and attack from there. 
 
Loot in the Area: The teacher’s desk has been          
broken, and several stake-sized pieces are easily       
acquired. 
 
 
6.  French Classroom 
 
This room is empty. If the vampires in #5 were          
not killed, they will come through to this        
classroom if the players fail on a DC12 Stealth         
check. 
 
Loot in the Area:  Classroom supplies. 
 
 
7.  Geography Classroom 
 
The geography teacher and students have locked       
themselves inside. They refuse to unlock the       
door to players. 
 
Loot in the Area:  None. 
8.  Geology Classroom   
 
The door is closed, but players can hear        
struggling inside. A DC12 Stealth check is       
necessary to get by the door unnoticed. 

 
If players go in, there are three vampires        
feeding on two students. In two rounds, the        
students turn and become two more vampires. 
 
Loot in the Area: Displays of rocks and geodes          
are in display cases along the far wall.  
 
 
9.  Sociology Classroom 
 
This room is empty. 
 
Loot in the Area:  Classroom supplies. 
 
 
10.  Stairs 
 
When the players reach the stairwell, start the        
timer (see DM Note: Vampire Bites on pg. 3). 
 
Large windows light the stairwell. Players who       
look outside can see the statue of Robert Flutie         
in the courtyard outside below the eerie dark        
sky. The earth under the statue is cracked, and it          
leans to one side. 
 
Loot in the Area:  None. 
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School Map (Downstairs) 
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DM NOTE:  Reading the Map 
 
Red dots on the school map represent sites        
where plot-significant information or    
items can be found. 
 
Red rooms represent rooms in which      
vampires lurk. 
 
Blue rooms represent plot-significant    
rooms. 

 
 
11.  Bottom of the Stairs 
 
The bottom of the stairs leads to a large open          
space. Lockers line the walls; some are dented,        
and some hang open. The linoleum floors are        
streaked with blood stains, especially toward the       
right where the double doors to the cafeteria        
(#31) swing ominously on their hinges. There is        
a lot of screaming coming from that direction. 
 
The double doors to the auditorium (#13) are to         
the left. 
 
CJ’s locker is in the corner to the left. Multiple          
levels of ganja leaf stickers decorate the locker,        
as though they have been scraped off and added         
many times. CJ can open it without a problem.         
Anyone else trying to break into the locker must         
succeed on a DC20 check to guess the        
combination or a DC15 to break the lock.        
Trying to break the lock will make enough noise         
that the vampires in the cafeteria (#31) will        
come to investigate. 
 
There is no weed in CJ’s locker. Instead, a note          
is attached to the inside of the door with gum. It           
says, “Dude. Your stash is in the renovated        
section of the school by the auditorium. Inside        

the box covered in a blue tarp with a wrench on           
top.  Don’t forget!!” 
 
Loot in the Area: Note regarding location of         
CJ’s weed stash. There are also textbooks, a        
drawing pad, a puffy coat, and a Philosophy for         
Dummies book. 
 
 
12.  Corridor 
 
Lockers line the north side of the corridor, where         
there are doors to the auditorium (#13),       
backstage (#14), and the library (#16). 
 
The south side of the corridor is lined with         
windows and a glass door that looks into the         
quad (#15). Players can see 2d4 vampires in a         
feeding frenzy inside.  
 
Everyone must pass a DC10 Stealth check to        
avoid being noticed by the vampires in the quad.         
If any of the players are seen, the vampires will          
use any of the three quad doors that aren’t         
blocked to get to them. 
 
Joan’s locker is along the wall between the        
doors to backstage (#14) and the library (#16).        
She can open it without a problem. Anyone else         
trying to break into the locker must succeed on a          
DC20 check to guess the combination or a DC15         
to break the lock. Trying to break the lock will          
make enough noise that the vampires in the quad         
(#15) will come to investigate. 
 
Loot in the Area: A duffel bag packed with          
Joan’s special axe (+/-3 attack), Joan’s favorite       
stake (+/-2 attack), and enough plain stakes for        
every other character to arm themselves (+/-2       
attack). There are also textbooks and binders       
inside, along with a baby blue sweater and a         
picture of Freddie Prince Jr. taped to the door. 
 
 
13.  Auditorium 
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The ritual must be performed here. 
 
The auditorium has a raised stage with both a         
short set of stairs and a ramp leading up to it.           
There are rows of dingy chairs on the floor and a           
giant poster advertising the school’s winter play       
on one wall. Behind the heavy curtain at the         
back of the stage, there is a door to backstage          
(#14). 
 
When the players begin the ritual by chanting        
the incantation, the master vampire and his       
minions (1 vampire for each remaining      
character) will enter through windows from the       
courtyard with Flutie’s statue. 
 
When the final fight starts, speed up the        
Vampire Bite (pg. 3) to turn someone every five         
minutes.  
 
The incantation must be spoken five times, and        
each chant takes up a character’s turn, and they         
can not make any other action. The vampires        
will focus on attacking whoever is chanting the        
incantation. 
 

DM NOTE:  Fighting the Master 
Vampire 
 
The Master Vampire can only be slain with a         
roll of exactly 13, regardless of the weapon        
used.  Modifiers make no difference. 

 
When the master vampire has been killed, all the         
other vampires turn to dust. Through the       
windows where the vampires came in, the sky        
clears.  
 
Congratulations! You have averted the     
apocalypse! 
Loot in the Area:  None.  

 
 
14.  Backstage 
 
This cramped room is full of costumes and        
props. If necessary, this is a Spawning Site for         
new playable characters (see DM Note below). 
 
Loot in the Area: Costumes and props of         
varying kinds. Any prop weapons taken have an        
attack value of +/-1. 
 
 

DM NOTE:  Spawning New 
Playable Characters 
 
If players’ characters are dying at an alarming        
rate, new playable characters can be found       
hiding in storage rooms throughout the school       
(#13, #21, #33). They do not have       
information essential to the plot.  
 
A blank character sheet template is provided       
on page 29 to create the character’s       
personality and track bite marks. 

 
 
15.  Quad 
 
This grassy outdoor space is open to the sky but          
surrounded by the two story building. On the        
ground floor, windows line three sides of the        
quad, though not the wall facing the bottom of         
the stairs (#11). Glass doors open to the corridor         
(#12), the front doors (#17), and the corridor        
(#26). 
 
Stone tables with curved stone benches are       
scattered along the grass, and garbage cans are        
tucked into corners. 
2d4 vampires are feeding on bodies in the quad.         
They can see out of the windows and will attack          
anyone moving in the corridors. 
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Loot in the Area:  None.  
 
 
16.  Library 
 
The library is a quiet oasis amidst the chaos.         
Warm wooden desks and bookshelves fill the       
space. Posters encouraging teens to read are       
tastefully hung on the ends of bookshelves and        
walls. Near the checkout counter, there is a        
large book cage and several filing cabinets.  
 
Behind the checkout counter is Amanda      
Thompson, the school librarian and descendant      
of Geraldine Thompson. She knows the      
following pieces of information: 
 

● The students who have been in the       
library most often recently are Stevie,      
Alice, and Verity. 

● The backstory of Robert Flutie,     
Geraldine Thompson, and the school     
(see Adventure Background pg. 2). 

● The occult book that would call forth the        
Master Vampire is missing, not checked      
out. 

● The same occult book also has a ritual to         
defeat him with an incantation and      
ingredients. 

● The ingredients for the ritual are 1) a        
frog and 2) medicinal herbs in a 3) silver         
vessel. 

● The ritual must be performed in an Area        
of Influence, though she is unsure what       
that means. 

● She does NOT know the incantation      
necessary offhand.  

 
Amanda Thompson wants to stay in the library 
to protect her books and any students who make 
their way to her.  She will continue to work on 
figuring out the incantation and location 

necessary for the ritual with the help of the other 
occult books. 
 

DM NOTE:  Amanda Thompson 
 
If players are having a hard time acquiring the 
ingredients, finding the book with the 
incantation, or figuring out where to perform 
the ritual, Amanda Thompson will find them 
in the school with the relevant pieces of 
information. 

 
Loot in the Area: There is a large occult book           
section, including one titled “Vampyr.” In the       
graphic novel section, there are several copies of        
seasons 8-11 Buffy the Vampire Slayer comics.  
 
 
17.  Front Doors 
 
The front doors were crushed when a car (seen         
from the hallway #2 upstairs) crashed into them.        
It is not possible to leave the school. 
 
Loot in the Area:  None.  
 
 
18.  Reception 
 
The reception area is disheveled but empty.  
 
Information about the school’s history and 
strange events can be found in this room.  This 
information can be made as easily available as 
the DM prefers, from hidden inside locked filing 
cabinets to stacks of newsletters on the desk or a 
poster on the wall.  Some pieces of information 
found here include: 
 

● There are renovations going on near the 
science block of the high school.  Once 
the work there is done, the auditorium 
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will be the only original part of Robert 
Flutie’s old manor house left.  (Further 
information about the history of the 
school can be found in Adventure 
Background on pg. 2). 

● The school’s football team has had a 
very successful season, the first since 
the tragedy of 1978, when the team won 
on a long touchdown pass in the last 
seconds of the game.  During the 
celebrations and team photo, the goal 
post inexplicably collapsed, seriously 
injuring several members of the team 
and ending the promising career of the 
star quarterback. 

● The school’s insurance company has 
jacked the premium due to a large 
number of injuries that have occurred on 
the premises over the years. 

● The current drama teacher has resigned, 
citing that the auditorium’s unnaturally 
cold and creepy atmosphere is not 
conducive for the education of young 
minds. 

● Strange mosaic tiles have been revealed 
during the renovation work.  The 
contractor has notified the school that it 
will cost extra to remove them, as they 
seem to be stuck firmly in place. 

 
Loot in the Area:  None.  
 

 
 
 
 
19.  Office 
 
The office has been destroyed, with papers and 
folders flung everywhere.  Inside, two vampires 
lurk:  the principal and her secretary.  They will 
attack anyone who enters. 

 
Loot in the Area:  None.  
 
 
20.  Teacher’s Lounge 
 
Couches and small circular tables with chairs fill 
the teacher’s lounge, though some are turned 
over and the stuffing of one couch has exploded 
out of a rip.  There is a small counter with a sink 
and coffee station along one wall, and two 
vending machines stand next to a large garbage 
can.  
 
2d4 vampire teachers will attack anyone who 
enters the room.  
 
Loot in the Area: Snacks can be bought from          
the vending machines. There is some coffee still        
left in the coffee pot. 
 
 
21.  Storage Closet 
 
This storage closet is full of cleaning supplies. 
 
If necessary, this is a Spawning Site for new 
playable characters. 
 
Loot in the Area:  None. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
22.  Art Classroom 
 
This room is empty.  Paint-coated tables are in 
untouched rows, and various art supplies crowd 
the counters and shelves.  
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Loot in the Area:  Art supplies. 
 
 
23.  Math Classroom 
 
The door is closed, but players can hear        
struggling inside. A DC12 Stealth check is       
necessary to get by the door unnoticed. 
 
If players go in, there are two vampires feeding         
on one student. In two rounds, the student turns         
and becomes another vampire. 
 
Loot in the Area:  Classroom supplies.  
 
 
24.  Science Lab 
 
The door is closed, and inside is quiet.  The 
desks have been shoved out of place, but the 
cabinets of beakers and various glassware are 
untouched. 
 
There are several terrariums on the counters, 
including one that is full of frogs. 
 
Loot in the Area: Ritual ingredient - frogs.         
Glassware, cages, and classroom supplies are      
readily available. A locked cabinet has      
chemicals and bunsen burners. 
 
 
25.  Under Renovation 
 
This large abandoned space echoes and rustles. 
Wood frames and chunks of drywall litter the 
floor.  Boxes and plastic sheets are covered in 
plaster dust.  In the section nearest the 
auditorium, the floor has been swept clear to 
reveal a mosaic unearthed by the renovations.  A 
DC12 Investigation check reveals that many of 
the mosaic tiles have runes etched into them. 

 
CJ’s stash of weed is in the corner near the 
mosaic.  It is inside a box covered in a blue tarp 
with a wrench on top, as described in the note 
found in CJ’s locker (pg. 12). 
 
Loot in the Area: Ritual ingredient - medicinal         
herbs. Broom handles can be turned into       
stakes. Various tools and construction     
equipment are available. 
 
 
26.  Corridor 
 
The corridor south of the front doors splits in 
two.  The shorter corridor to the right has doors 
to the boy’s locker room (#27) and girl’s locker 
room (#28).  Continuing forward, the corridor is 
lined with lockers, including Verity’s locker 
with the occult book. 
 
Characters must succeed on a DC12 Stealth 
check to avoid attracting the attention of the 
vampires in the boy’s locker room (#27). 
 
Verity’s locker squeaks. She knows to close it        
quietly, but anyone else trying to open or close it          
will make noise. Similarly, anyone other than       
Verity who tries to break into the locker must         
succeed on a DC20 check to guess the        
combination or a DC15 to break the lock.        
Trying to break the lock will make enough noise         
that the vampires in the boy’s locker room (#27)         
will come to investigate. 
 
Loot in the Area: Ritual incantation - occult         
book. There are also textbooks and sheet music        
in Verity’s locker. A picture of James Marsters        
and Alyson Hannigan are hung inside with       
magnets. 
 
 
27.  Boy’s Locker Room 
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Three vampires lurk in the boy’s locker room 
amongst the musky, bloody lockers and 
showers.  They will attack anyone who enters or 
leave to chase characters who make noise in 
either corridor (#26 and #29). 
 
Loot in the Area: Sports equipment and        
uniforms of varying kinds can be found in the         
lockers. 
 
 
28.  Girl’s Locker Room 
 
This room is empty.  
 
Loot in the Area: Sports equipment and        
uniforms of varying kinds can be found in the         
lockers. 
 
 
29.  Gym Hallway 
 
On the right side of the corridor are doors to the 
boy’s locker room (#27), the girl’s locker room 
(#28), and the cafeteria (#31).  There are two 
sets of double doors leading into the gym (#30) 
on the left side of the corridor.  Players must 
succeed on a DC12 Stealth check or risk 
drawing the attention of vampires from the boy’s 
locker room (#27) or cafeteria (#31).  Although 
the corridor is quiet, cries for help come from 
the gym (#30). 
 
At the end of the corridor sit the trophy cases. 
The football trophy is larger than most and sits 
in the center.  It has a large bowl on top, and 
both Brock and Anders know that it is made of 
silver. 
 
Loot in the Area: Ritual ingredient - silver         
vessel. Other trophies can be taken, but only        
the football trophy is made of silver. 

 
 
30.  Gym 
 
The gymnasium was being used for cheerleading 
practice when the vampire attack began.  Five 
vampire cheerleaders chase Herbert the school 
mascot, who has survived being bitten thanks to 
the pig mascot costume.  Herbert is crying for 
help as he runs through the blood and pom pom 
strewn room.  
 
Loot in the Area:  None. 
 
 
31.  Cafeteria 
 
The cafeteria is a scene of devastating slaughter. 
The tables have been shoved and overturned. 
Blood coats the floor and walls, and bodies of 
students and teachers lie everywhere. 
 
5d4 vampires are feeding, mostly in the center 
of the room.  If players choose to fight them, a 
new vampire will spawn from the corpses every 
two rounds. 
 
A door to the kitchen (#32) is near the cafeteria 
entrance from the corridor (#29).  Characters 
who succeed on a DC15 Stealth check can make 
it into the kitchen without arousing the attention 
of the frenzied vampires. 
 
Loot in the Area:  None. 
 
 
32.  Kitchen 
 
The large industrial kitchen is empty, though 
streaks of blood imply that bodies have been 
dragged from here into the cafeteria (#31). 
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There are multiple ovens and refrigerators in the 
kitchen as well as a gas kitchen stovetop. 
 
Loot in the Area: Knives can be used as          
weapons with a +/-2 modifier. 
 
 
33.  Storage 
 
The kitchen’s pantry has a walk-in freezer. 
 
If necessary, this is a Spawning Site for new 
playable characters. 
 
Loot in the Area:  Bulk food. 
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